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Recommendation:
That the Committee receive the report dated October 31, 2016 of the General
Manager Planning and Development and entitled "Proposed Options - Austin
Heights Neighbourhood Centre Density and Height Review" for information.
Report Purpose:
This report outlines options, for Council-in-Committee's consideration and
feedback, for addressing the July 25, 2011resolution by Council to withhold the
processing of high-rise applications in the Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre.
Strategic Goal:
The Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre Density and Height Review supports
Strengthening Neighbourhoods and is a "B" priority in the 2016 Business Plan.
Executive Summary:
Shortly afterthe Austin Heights Neighbourhood Plan (AHNP) was adopted in
2011, a high-rise application for a site within the Neighbourhood Centre was
considered at a Public Hearing that involved significant public concern. The
building was approved at a lower height and Council passed a resolution placing a
moratorium on high-rise development until staff could review the
Neighbourhood Centre policies and the C-5 zone.
This report presents three options for Council-in-Committee's consideration to
address the moratorium. All options support the AHNP's intent of revitalizing and
improving the public realm of the Austin Heights Neighborhood Centre, and are
intended to provide certainty regarding high density, mixed-use development for
residents, business operators and the development community.
Next steps are to incorporate Council-in-Committee's feedback, refine a proposed
scope and process for the preferred option for Council's consideration before year
end.
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Background:
Austin Heights Neighbourhood Plan
The Austin Heights Neighbourhood Plan (AHNP orthe 'Plan' - Attachment 1shows
land uses) was adopted by Council on April 4, 2011, and aims to accommodate
5,000 more residents into the Austin Heights area over a 20-year time-frame. The
AHNP vision states that "Austin Heights is a vibrant community-oriented
neighbourhood known for its accessibility, diversity and amenities. Its commercial
main street is a distinctive, local shopping destination for Coquitlam residents."
Plan policies forthe Austin Avenue 'commercial main street', which is a part of
the Austin Heights 'Neighbourhood Centre' land use area (located along Austin
Avenue between Blue Mountain Street and Gatensbury Street, and Ridgeway
Avenue between Nelson Street and Marmont Street - see Attachments 2 and 3),
seek to complement existing commercial uses with higher-density, mixed-use
redevelopments and enhanced public realm and amenities. This in turn is
intended to help incrementally revitalize this well-established commercial area,
which has served local and broader community needs for over 60 years.
These policies also support more housing options through a variety of building
densities and heights, including high-rises, in the Neighbourhood Centre.
The 'Austin' High-Rlse Rezoning Process and Outcomes
Shortly after the AHNP adoption, a rezoning application for a 24-storey building
located in the Neighbourhood Centre at 955 Austin Avenue (known as "The
Austin') was submitted. The applicant proposed to use the corresponding C-5
'Community Commercial' zone and its allowable maximum building floorspace
density or 'Floor Area Ratio' (FAR) of 5-5 times the lot area.
Public Hearing Feedback
The Austin rezoning proposal went to a Public Hearing on July 25, 2011.
Feedback from attendees who spoke or submitted comments included:
• concerns over the proposed building height - some supported redevelopment
and revitalization, but were concerned with 24 storeys;
• concerns about the AHNP process - some felt they were unaware high-rises
were being proposed forthe Neighbourhood Centre area, as a part of AHNP
preparation;
• many residents were supportive of efforts to capitalize on the vibrancy of the
area, but did not support the proposed building height because they felt it did
not fit with the character of the area. They were concerned it would increase
traffic, infringe on privacy and it would set a precedent for more high-rises.
Some also noted that an acceptable building height would be somewhere
between lO to 15 storeys; and
• comments that generally supported the proposal and recognized the benefits
of revitalization, but concern was also expressed that if the proposal was not
approved, it would take a long time for the area to redevelop.
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Background: cont'd/
The 'Austin^ High-Rise Rezoning Process and Outcomes cont'd/
Austin Approval and Withholding New High-rise Applications
Following the Public Hearing, Council approved the rezoning application, but
based on concerns raised at the Public Hearing, also resolved to limit The Austin's
building height to a maximum of 19 storeys.
Furthermore, as part of this approval, Council passed the following resolution:
" That Council direct staff to withhold processing of other applicationsfor high-rise
developments in Austin Heights until the neighbourhood centre plan policies and
C-5 zone are reviewed with respect to building heights, in context of the
comments received at the Public Hearing, and returned to Councilfor
consideration, direction andfurther public consultation."
Austin Heights Density and Height Review
Reviewing and reporting back to Council on this resolution is part of the Planning
and Development Department work plan (as a 'B' priority), but this project has
not been moved forward due to other high priority neighbourhood planning
projects along the Evergreen Line and on Burke Mountain. However, staff note it
is important to undertake this work in the near future, as redevelopment interest
in the AHNC is increasing, and potentially involves high-rise proposals on larger
properties located in the Neighbourhood Centre area (along Austin and Ridgeway
Avenues, between Nelson and Marmont Streets).
This report outlines three options to address the above resolution, for the
Committee's consideration and feedback. These options also seek to undertake
processes that: are time and resource efficient; reflect the existing built and land
use policy conditions in the Neighbourhood Centre; consider whether or not the
Neighbourhood Centre policies and C-5 zone should be amended to bringthem in
line with the City's broader and well established density bonusing system; and if
there should be maximum building heights within this area.
Discussion/Analysis:
Current Development and Land Use Context In Austin Heights
Prior to outlining potential options, it is important to first review and highlight
the current built form and land use policy context, as set out in the AHNP.
Current Built Form
The Neighbourhood Centre is primarily made up of commercial uses on small
lots. High-rise development is not possible on many of these individual lots, due
to limited lot dimensions, area and potential development density. Property
assemblies are necessary for these small lots to be grouped together to the point
where viable underground parking designs and potential development densities
could create taller buildings (i.e., above 10 to 12 storeys). Within this small lot
context, there are however, a small number of larger sites, including the Safeway
and Rona sites, and properties east of The Austin, which have larger lot areas that
could support high-rise development, without property assemblies.
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Discussion/Analysis: cont'd/
Current Development andLand Use Context In Austin Heights cont'd/
Current Built Form cont'd/
In terms of new redevelopment, The Austin high-rise at 955 Austin Avenue was
completed in 2014, with the approved height of 19 storeys and a FAR of 4.68, due
to the lower amount of storeys than originally proposed. The Austin has been
occupied since 2014, and the commercial ground floor is fully leased. To staff's
knowledge, no negative feedback regarding traffic congestion or the presence of
this new building has been received, other than some minor concerns during
construction.
Other recent redevelopment activity includes one three-storey commercial
building completed at 1060 Austin Avenue in 2014, a four-storey apartment
completed on Charland Avenue (located just south of but adjacent to the AHNC)
in 2014, and a four-storey apartment recently approved by Council, also on
Charland Avenue. On the whole, redevelopment activity within the Austin
Heights Neighbourhood Centre has been limited since the moratorium on high
rise developments was implemented.
Land Use Policy Context and Redevelopment Possibilities
The Neighbourhood Centre land use policy context and resultant redevelopment
possibilities is somewhat nuanced, and there are many permutations as to what
can actually be developed in terms of building density (FAR) and height.
Attachment 4 illustrates this policy context and potential redevelopment
possibilities, based on the Neighbourhood Centre land use policies (Attachment
5) and the corresponding C-5 zone (Attachment 6).
As noted in the Neighbourhood Centre policies, the C-5 zone allows a 'base'
density of 3.0 FAR, with the opportunity for additional density bonuses as follows:
• an additional l.O FAR, in exchange for amenities that have public benefit (e.g.,
affordable housing, parks, urban plazas, pedestrian corridors and public art),
for a total possible 4.0 FAR; and
• a further additional 1.5 FAR for 'landmark sites' that have a high level of
'design excellence' and incorporate public space, art and or amenities at the
ground level, for a total maximum 5.5 FAR.
The Neighbourhood Centre policies and density potential, in tandem, allowforthe
creation of high-rise buildings, assuming assembly of smaller properties to allow
for sufficient areas to generate enough floorspace amounts to support a high-rise.
It should be noted that the C-5 zone allows for densities higher than those along
the Evergreen corridor (4.5 FAR in Burquitlam and Lougheed and 5.0 FAR in City
Centre), but since it has no height limit it also allows for a range of building height
possibilities on a range of property sizes.
It is important to note that there is a four-storey maximum height at the south
side of Austin Avenue between Marmont Street and Gatensbury Street, and the
south side of Charland Avenue, between the Fire Hall and Lebleu Street to
transition to the adjacent low-rise land uses to the south of the Neighbourhood
Centre (Attachment 4). Those properties to the south are designated
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Discussion/Analysis: cont'd/
Current Development and Land Use Context In Austin Heights cont'd/
'Neighbourhood Attached Residential' (NAR or Housing Choices). This means that
approximately 80% of existing properties in the Neighbourhood Centre could
accommodate high-rise buildings of varying heights.
Landmark Sites and Potential Maximum FAR in the Neighbourhood Centre
Attachment 4 also highlights the 'landmark sites' noted above which, in the Plan
are important corner property 'gateways' that are located at the intersection of
arterial streets (15,000+ daily traffic demand, typically with frequent transit
service), or arterial and collector streets (6,000 - 15,000 daily traffic demand with
regular transit service or shuttles).
These landmark sites include the operating gas station (948 Austin Avenue) at
the west end of the Neighbourhood Centre at Austin Avenue and Blue Mountain
Street (arterial and arterial), and those on corner properties at the intersection of
Austin Avenue at Gatensbury Street (arterial and collector), at the east end of the
Neighbourhood Centre, and near the 'core' of the Neighbourhood Centre at
Austin Avenue and Marmont Street (arterial and arterial/collector).
Beyond the gas station site, the small and narrow landmark sites identified on
Attachment 4 require additional property assembly to create lot areas large
enough to accommodate viable underground parking configurations and
generate enough potential floorspace for high-rise buildings. However, the size
and scale of potential redevelopment application lot areas is hard to predict, as it
depends on the extent of property assemblies - which in turn are influenced by
various factors such as physical constraints, economics, owner/developer
preferences, among others.
Outside of these landmark sites and their potential of a maximum 5.5 FAR
density for redevelopment applications, it is reasonable to assume that, given
current market conditions (i.e., building applications under current plan policies
are more frequently pursuing density bonus opportunities), most Neighbourhood
Centre properties available for higher density, mixed-use redevelopment under
the C-5 zone would seek the available 4.0 FAR option (3.0 FAR + l.o FAR bonus).
Considering the above discussion, if high-rise development is allowed to occur,
high-rise opportunities in the Neighbourhood Centre will likely be oriented tO:
key intersections; properties adjacent to medium density apartments (i.e., three
to eight storeys); and the larger properties in the 'core' area (between Blue
Mountain and Marmont Street). This core area would also likely accommodate
the tallest and highest number of high rises over time.
Density and Height Review: Proposed Optionsfor Consideration
Three options for addressing the Council resolution are proposed in the following
discussion for the Committee's consideration. Each of these options responds, in
varying degrees to Council's direction to review building heights in the
Neighbourhood Centre. All options are intended to be beneficial, in terms of
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Discussion/Analysis: cont'd/
Density and Height Review: Proposed Options for Consideration cont'd/
supporting the AHNP's intent of revitalizing and improving the public realm of
the Neighborhood Centre, and providing certainty regarding high density, mixeduse development in the Centre for residents, business operators and the
development community.
Furthermore, if Options 2 or 3 are pursued, this density and height review
presents the opportunity to align the C-5 zone with the Citywide density
bonusing system, the City's hierarchy of urban and neighbourhood centres and
their respective development intensity, context and character. It is also noted
that Community Amenity Contributions (CACs) are now applicable Citywide.
including Austin Heights, and apply to the residential floorspace of all new
development proposals up to a maximum FAR of 2.5.
The three potential options for undertaking a Density and Height Review are
detailed below, for Committee's review and feedback.

\

Option 1 ~ Lift the Moratorium (completed by the end of 2016)
Option 1involves Council passing a resolution to lift the 2011 moratorium. This
would allow for high-rise rezoning applications to be considered on a case-bycase basis, with a Public Hearing process, within the context of the current AHNP
Neighbourhood Centre policies (as illustrated on Attachment 4) and C-5 zone,
which currently has no height limit To facilitate this, staff would bring forward a
report, for Council's consideration, with a recommendation to allow the
processing of high-rise applications.
Lifting the moratorium would mean that the C-5 zone would allow a base density
of 3.0 FAR, with a potential 4.0 FAR with bonusing for the majority of properties
along Austin Avenue. The landmark site bonus, allowing a maximum of 5.5 FAR
would also be maintained, resulting in Austin Heights having the highest
maximum FAR in Coquitlam, ahead of City Centre (5.0 FAR), Burquitlam and
Lougheed Centres (4.5 FAR) and Maillardville Neighbourhood Centre (3.5 FAR).
The current AHNP also outlines a neighbourhood-specific density bonusing
program that would remain in place. As a result, the Citywide density bonusing
program, approved in 2012, would not apply to Austin Heights. This means that
Austin Heights would be the only neighbourhood with a density bonusing
program that does not fall underthe Citywide density bonusing program, which
for example, would result in no affordable housing contributions being permitted
in the application of the C-5 zone in Austin Heights. Another consideration is that
the amenities that could be delivered through the Austin Heights-specific density
bonusing system are not well defined, nor approved by Council, which could lead
to uncertainty as to what is expected to be delivered by applications that seek
density bonuses.
If pursued, this option could be completed before the end of 2016, allowing staff
resources to be directed to other Business Planning Priorities (e.g., planning along
the Evergreen corridor, such as the City Centre Area Plan update).
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Discussion/Analysis cont'd/
Density and Height Review: Proposed Options for Consideration cont'd/
Option 2 - Focused Review and Update (Completed mid-2017)
Option 2 involves a focused, technical review of the Austin Heights Neighbourhood
Centre height and density policies, while also bringing the C-5 zone in line with the
Citywide density bonusing program. It is anticipated this option would be
completed by mid-2017. The work would involve two stages.
Stagel -Technical Review - Stagelwould involve an in-depth review of public
concerns related to height and density raised at the 2011 Public Hearing for 'The
Austin' high-rise proposal. Architectural testing of alternate density and height
scenarios would be undertaken within the context of current market conditions.
This would involve reviewing potential building heights relative to the location of
redevelopment sites and potential FARs in the Neighbourhood Centre. This will
include reviewing the 'landmark site' designation and exploring the use of
Comprehensive Development (CD) zones in 'gateway' locations, as an alternative
means to achieving high quality building designs. The C-5 zone would also be
brought in line with the Citywide density bonusing program (i.e., establish a 2.5
FAR base with CAC contributions up to that point, and density bonusing at the
applicant's option in 0.5 FAR increments as perthe system already in placeforthe
City's other mixed use and high density zones).
Stage 2 -OCP Amendment- Based on the Stagelreview, staff would bring
forward, for Council's consideration, proposed OCP and zoning bylaw amendments
with recommendations for amendingthe Neighbourhood Centre policies and C-5
zone, to bring it in line with the Citywide density bonusing program and
potentially define maximum building height(s). Following standard Coquitlam
process, a mail out would be sent to property owners and key stakeholders (e.g.,
Austin Heights BIA, the development community, TransLink, Metro Vancouver and
School District #43) to advise of the proposed amendment and seek feedback. Staff
would analyze and summarize this feedback in the l^^ Reading Report to Council
in.
A Public Hearing, would be held as a part of Council's consideration of the OCP and
zoning bylaw amendments, and provide an additional opportunity for public
feedback on the proposed amendments.
Bringing the Citywide density bonusing program to the Austin Heights
Neighbourhood Centre would continue to ensure that amenities (e.g., public realm
improvements) are provided through redevelopment, at Council's direction,
consistent with the City's broader strategy in this regard. This could create
opportunities for affordable housing contributions to the Affordable Housing
Reserve Fund (AHRF) and other desired community amenities. In addition, the
maximum FAR in the Neighbourhood Centre could be tailored relative to
Coquitlam's other urban and neighbourhood centres.
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Discussion/Analysis cont'd/
Density and Height Review: Proposed Options for Consideration cont'd/
Option 2 - Focused Review and Update (Completed mid- 2017)
The technical analysis required to undertake the review would result in the
project being completed by mid-2017 dependent on community feedback and
Council's direction.
Option 3 - Issues Confirmation, Review and Update (Completed end of 2017)
Option 3 is similar to Option 2 in that it would involve staff undertaking a
technical review of density and height while updating Neighbourhood Centre
policies, and bringingthe C-5 zone in line with the Citywide density bonusing
program. However, it would also include a Community Information Session (e.g..
Open House) held in the neighbourhood along with an on-line survey seeking
public feedback on any proposed changes. Because of the additional public
consultation component, Option 3 would be undertaken over two stages and
anticipated to be completed by the end of 2017.
Stage 1 -Technical Review
This stage is the same as what is noted under Option 2 above.
Stage 2 - Community Feedback/OCP Amendment
Like Option 2, this stage would involve updating the Neighbourhood Centre
policies and C-5 zone, including defining maximum building height(s) in the C-5
zone, based on the findings of the analysis completed in Stage 1. Staff would
then seek feedback on any proposed updates at a Community Information
Session and through an online survey.
Following the consultation and based on the feedback received, staff would bring
forward an OCR amendment with recommendations for updated Neighbourhood
Centre policies and updates to the C-5 zone. As with Option 2, a Public Hearing
would be required.
Like Option 2, this option would bring the Citywide density bonusing program to
the Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre, which would continue to ensure that
public amenities are provided through redevelopment, and create opportunities
for affordable housing contributions. In addition, the FAR for the Neighbourhood
Centre would be tailored relative to other neighbourhood centres in Coquitlam,
both on and off the Evergreen Line. In addition, this option provides opportunity
to receive public feedback priorto an OCR and zoning amendment Public
Hearing, resulting in a process that would be completed at the end of 2017.
Staff would encourage Option 3 be considered as it is in line with current
neighbourhood planning processes. It also provides an opportunity to bringthe
C-5 zone in line with the Citywide density bonusing program, allows for a review
of height and density within the context of the City's neighbourhood centres (i.e..
City Centre, Burquitlam, Lougheed and Maillardville) and provides a 'check in'
opportunity with the community priorto a Public Hearing.
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Next Steps:
Following Council-in-Committee feedback on the options presented in this
document, staff will prepare a report outlining a proposed scope and process for
Council's preferred option for consideration before the end of the year.
Financial implications:
The Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre Density and Height Review is a "B"
priority in the 2016 Business Plan and will be completed with existing staff
resources and funded through the existing Community Planning Division budget.
Conclusion:
In 2011 Council passed resolution to withhold high-rise applications in Austin
Heights until the Neighbourhood Centre plan policies and C-5 zone were
reviewed with respect to building heights and density. Prior to undertaking a
potential review, staff is seeking Council-in-Committee's feedback on three
proposed options for how to approach the review. Each of the options responds,
in varying degrees to Council's direction and is intended to support the AHNP's
intent of revitalizing and improving the public realm of the Austin Heights
Neighborhood Centre while providing certainty regarding high density, mixed-use
development for residents, business operators and the development community.
Based on the Committee's feedback on these options, staff will report back with a
refined approach for Council endorsement.

J.L Mcintyre MClP, RPP
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Austin Heights Neighbourhood Plan Land Uses Designations
Neighbourhood Centre Aerial Image
Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre and Surrounding Land Uses
Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre Density Potential
Austin Heights Neighbourhood Centre Policies
C-5 2one

This report was prepared by Lisa Moffatt, Planner 2 and reviewed by Steve
Gauley, Senior Planner and Carl Johannsen, Manager Community Planning.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Austin Heights Neighbourhood Plan:
Land Use Designations
Neighbourhood Centre
Medium Density Apartment Residential
Neighbourhood Attached Residential
One Family Residential
Civic and Major Institutional
School
Natural Area
Parks and Recreation
Arterial Streets
Collector Streets

